We study mixed boundary value problems for an elliptic operator A on a manifold X with boundary Y, i.e., A u = f in int X, T ± u = g ± on int Y ± , where Y is subdivided into subsets Y ± with an interface Z and boundary conditions T ± on Y ± that are Shapiro-Lopatinskij elliptic up to Z from the respective sides. We assume that Z ⊂ Y is a manifold with conical singularity v. As an example we consider the Zaremba problem, where A is the Laplacian and T − Dirichlet, T + Neumann conditions. The problem is treated as a corner boundary value problem near v which is the new point and the main difficulty in this paper. Outside v the problem belongs to the edge calculus as is shown in Bull. Sci. Math. (to appear).
Introduction
This paper is aimed at studying the Zaremba problem in a smooth bounded domain G ⊂ R 3 when the interface, i.e., the subset Z of Y := ∂G with the jump of the boundary conditions has conical singularities. The problem is represented by equations The present paper is focused on new effects close to the conical singularities of Z . Mixed problems for the case of smooth Z in weighted edge Sobolev spaces are studied in [3] , based on an earlier paper [6] on the behavior of mixed problems in standard Sobolev spaces.
We are interested in an approach which allows us to construct parametrices within a calculus of operators with a specific corner symbolic hierarchy which gives us elliptic regularity in certain corner Sobolev spaces with double weights close to the conical points Z sing of Z . Another essential aspect will be to observe the role of edge weights along Z reg := Z \ Z sing in connection with extra conditions on Z of trace and potential type that are of a similar origin as elliptic conditions in standard elliptic boundary value problems. To illustrate the structure, we first observe that Equation (1) represents continuous operators
